
Deer Run Hay Company 

Deer Run Hay Company is a farm that grows and harvests hay in 
Hunterdon County, NJ.  The hay is then turned into bales that can be 
rented or purchased for your special event.  The company provides hay 
and straw rentals  for a number of uses at weddings, parties, and other 
large events in NJ and parts of PA.  Hay bales can be used  as  ceremony 
seating, benches, lounge chairs, tables, bars, and décor. This company 
also crafts mini hay bales that are great for tabletop decoration, 
centerpieces, and dessert/candy bars. 
 

Hay bales add a bit of charm to any celebration and are perfect for 
adding a country feel or rustic touch to your event.  The hay comes in 
three different sizes and the design possibilities are endless. All hay 
comes undecorated, but the company accepts customization requests 
and can decorate your hay with flowers, bows, and signage.  For each 
rental package, the company will deliver, set up, and remove this 
charming décor.    

 
Contact us! 

732-904-5137 

deerrunhayco@gmail.com 

Follow  us! 

FB: @Deerrunhay 

IG: @deerrunhayco 

Hay is for Horses… 

  

Weddings/Events! 

 AND 



Wedding & Event 

Hay Inspiration 

Wedding Hay 

Inspiration 

Customize + style to 

your wedding theme! 



 

 

 

  

Hay Bale 

Seating 

Stylish  & affordable 

     rental options! 

  



Introducing  our  

Mini Hay Bales 

Perfect for tabletops 

 or centerpieces! 



Party/Event  

Hay 

Design possibilities                                                         

are endless! 



Deer Run Hay Company 

Contact us! 

732-904-5137 

deerrunhayco@gmail.com 

Follow  us! 

FB: @Deerrunhay 

IG: @deerrunhayco 

Product Feature 

Hay Couch +  

Coffee Table   

Rent me for your next 

outdoor party or BBQ! 



Hay sizes : Mini Bales, Square Bales, Large Round Bales 
 

Areas Served : The company can deliver hay bales within 
a 50 mile radius from Flemington, NJ and the mini hay bales 
can be shipped anywhere in the USA. 
 

Pricing : Undecorated Hay Pricing starts at: 

 Mini Hay Bales $5/each 

 Square Bales $6/each 

 Large Round Bales $45/each 

Note: Delivery fees added based on distance traveled. 
 

 

 

  

Pricing  + 

Order Info  
Deer Run Hay 

Company  
can personalize your 

hay - call us so we can 
understand your vision 

for the hay!    
- 

Free quotes provided 

 



Deer Run Hay Company 

 Wedding Hay 

Rental Packages   

“Nuptial in a 

Haystack” 

“Wedding Bales” “Hay! We decided 

on Forever” 

All packages can be adjusted to your wedding preferences/requirements.  Additions or Removals of line items are welcomed.  Rental Packages 
include delivery, set up, and removal of the hay after the event.  Note: Sales tax and delivery fees are not included in pricing above.  Contact us 

for a final pricing quote.  deerrunhayco@gmail.com or 732-904-5137 

SIX MINI HAY BALES  

FOUR SQUARE BALES  

TWO HAY LOUNGE CHAIRS   

ONE HAY BAR  
 

$150 

TEN MINI HAY BALES 

SIX SQUARE BALES 

ONE HAY LOUNGE CHAIR  

ONE HAY BAR 

ONE HAY COUCH 
 

$212 

TWELVE MINI HAY BALES 

EIGHT SQUARE BALES 

TWO HAY LOUNGE CHAIRS  

ONE HAY BAR 

ONE HAY COUCH 

ONE HAY COFFEE TABLE 
 

$270 

 
Hay Ceremony Seating — 2 Seats per Bale 

25 GUESTS          50 GUESTS          100 GUESTS          150 GUESTS         200 GUESTS 

$78                    $150                    $300                    $450                   $600 

mailto:deerrunhayco@gmail.com

